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8-8-8
The day of August 8, 2008 (888)
announced the entrance of a new
era. The gathering held here at the
University headquarters
experienced a revelation of the
parting of a curtain and the dissolving
of the veil of illusion. For what was
decreed that day was the miracle of
the Incoming Light (the Christ
Dimension) and the governing hand
of Sananda over all His creation.
On that day it was made evident that
the Light Workers, assigned to the
planetary shift and Earth's
ascension, were being completely
awakened. The veil that had divided
their soul life and true identity was
being rent asunder, so that these
blessed workers of the Light could
remember their true purpose and not
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be hindered by the forces of the Beatitudes carried the message
third dimensional world.
of the true Christ. It gave you
the keys to the inner Kingdom.
All Light Workers would act as a It released and restored Christ
unified body as a unit of the I AM dominion as Divine Love.
Presence. They would support and
know one another and they, in Love erases all karma. Recently
turn, would be actively supported someone asked me, “How can I
by all units of God's Army of complete my karma rapidly?”
Light. Such was the glorious The answer came, “By loving.”
message and realization, even It is not a possessive love the
as the elixir of the Melchizedek Master speaks of, but the
Light was passed to each one. quality of Love He gave to all,
The past would be forgotten. every leaf and flower, child and
Anchoring into the Presence as beast. In Christ there is no
PRESENT, all Light Workers karma!
would be coordinated together
as a mighty show of Light on this There are those traveling the
planet!
spiritual path who are so
attached to their “karma” that
Past records would be destroyed they are as beings chained to
if need be. Oneness with the the rock of the past. They are
Universe would vibrate as the disfigured by their karma
Solar Body of Divine Evolution. because they have doubted
Let go of the world!
and/or refused the path of Light
offered through Jesus' name!
They
prolong their karma by
Let Go of Karma
refusing to live from the heart
chakra or center where the Christ
expresses through man as
This understanding must come: u n c o n d i t i o n a l , f o rg i v i n g a n d
In the Consciousness of Christ there is impersonal Love. With this love,
no karma. The law of cause and Jesus loves you and frees you.
effect has no existence in the You do not have to pay karmic
d o m a i n o f c o m p a s s i o n a t e debt when you access the
oneness. The union of all cells Christ within and live free of
perfected in the alignment with karma in the heart center of the
the First Atom, the original Universe. Come Home!
Conception, bears witness to one
P r e s e n c e a n d t h e c r e a t i v e Jesus came to free you of
intelligence of that Presence as karma, not to bind you to it.
the dominant field of existence.
Consider - if you are wedded to
your karma - that you may be
The Master sat upon the stone using this as a delaying tactic.
overlooking the Sea of Galilee The heart center is the corridor
and gave to all the words of Spirit
called the Sermon on the Mount. This
continued on page 3
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into the I AM Presence and the
fusing of God (the Thought Adjuster)
with man.
You are free of karma in Me. Light
Workers, read the message “8-8-8”
of this Paper once again. And
believe! God's world is free of
karma. Jesus taught you how to
love. Can you love in this way?
Because if you can, you will be
released - you will snap the bars of
your own imprisonment and go free
in the Spirit.

The Light, the Light!
In many of the recent Daily Scripts
there have been messages about
the Incoming Light and how it is
defining itself as the reconstruction
of the planet takes place. A few of
the Sananda Scripts follow.
Vol. 2: 90

continued from page 2
August 15, 2008
Vol. 2: 92
Blessed are the ones who are
attending the Light. From ancient
times these ones have had the
courage to stand with Me and to
encourage Light in the vast
corners of the Earth. For this you
will be rewarded many times over
and acknowledged as the ones who
are called into the new
dimensional frequency as I AM.
Carry forth your duties as you
have been trained and guided.
Though the lamp may at times
seem to grow dim, your
constancy of Watch will ignite the
lower regions and cause great
Light as was in the Beginning.
August 24, 2008
Vol. 2: 94

The increase in the light can and will
cause the darkness within the
subconscious mind to rise and be
conquered. Do not be afraid of this.
Rest assured I have things well at
hand. Live from your God Center,
the place of the Light within your
heart, and remain in a sanctuary of
safekeeping where Suns of Light
can help you to dissolve the
remnants of past lives and harmful
thoughts.
All is well.

Those who are involved in politics
today, as stalwart warriors of the
true government, take to heart
that the immense Light sent to
this planet will enhance your
service and open new ways to
overcome the obstacles of false
and misaligned energies. Focus
not on the unreal, but be focused
o n t h e N e w W o r l d
Consciousness and the incoming
Light of the Solar Dimension.

August 13, 2008

August 27, 2008
Vol. 2: 91

Vol. 2: 95

The blessings of the Universe are
with you. I want you to know that all
eyes are on this planet and its
progress into light. All assistance is
available for your service. Keep the
watch and never let the vibration
drop.

Come to the day and be a part of
it. The Light now entering this
planet contains a proclamation of
New Government. The Light of
Itself will touch and change all life
energy on planet Earth. You will
see mighty changes. I have

proclaimed the New World
Energy Field as My own. I will
take command as your
Planetary Prince, and I will see
no thought forms of the old.
See the Light and know that in
this Light is My Word
Proclamation of a Bright New
World of Divine Love and
Creative Intelligence. Forget
the past. I have the Priesthood
in My hand. Selah.
August 29, 2008

The Incoming Light
The graduation into Light brings
a new energy to this planet, one
of solar dimensions, an active
field of high intelligence never
before felt. As the planetary
government emerges, this
government under Lord
Sananda carries a direct decree
from the Christ Michael's
headquarters. The Universe
Father and Creator Son, Christ
Michael, is accompanying
Sananda in His mission by way
of the Light, vibrating as the
tongue of the Lord.
With the entrance and
increased vibrational intensity
of the Light, the miracle of
change will take place. The
world is ready to begin its
transformation into God's World
of Light. This Incoming Light,
which carries the presence of
Christ Michael, the Universe
Creator, is the Transformer.
Everything and everyone that
the Light comes into contact
with is transformed. The Light
is reaching out in its vibrancy to
translate into higher vibrations
continued on page 7
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God is whole and must externalize as wholeness. The Body of Christ is not separate units
organizing themselves into one body. The Body of Christ is a new star system for the cosmos. It
is wholeness as Be-ing expressing supremely and without division. IT IS AN ORDER OF MAN.
(excerpted from The GodSelf, 16:14)

THE JESUS PEOPLE
Completely separate from the
“new age movement,” a new
people are emerging. They are the
Jesus People, Consciousness of the
L i g h t o f t h e Wo r l d . T h e
Consciousness of Jesus is
emerging with them as one unified
body. A new cycle begins.

Read what The GodSelf (40:14)
says about this Power. Such a
power has been given to the
Son of God. It is the release of
My Son's life in you as I AM. It
is never used for selfish
purposes, always for the
whole. Use this power aright in
the One vibration and you will
1
always be supplied.

Born of the Will of the Creator
these ones are walking to Jesus'
steps and creating for themselves
an identification circuit of new flesh,
the Christ Man. This is the
emerging Christ Body in full
demonstration.

As you fathom what this is about
and why you are called to this
Ingathering, be persuaded that I
AM you and together we are as
one body with all the love, power,
and divine gifts of the Creator
Son. Be persuaded also that I
have come through you, not as a
I house My Spirit in these ones for they separate vessel or identity but as
2
are My Suns. Suns of My own the whole you. I have been given the
reflection. Born of My body. I AM power over heaven and earth. I AM
entrusted with this power as the Son of
Jesus the Christ-Sananda.
God, Jesus of Nazareth. In Me you have
that power. We are one. I AM the God
The New People
3
potential of every Man.
This is an Ingathering of those who
are called to recircuit themselves into
t h e J e s u s B o d y, t h e B o d y o f
Sananda. This body is the creative
potential for everyone. There is no
separation in this body. No caste, nor
religion. We are swept up in the
dynamic of Be-ing, which is the
Creative Power in effect aligning
itself to Man as Consciousness.
1

We , y o u a n d I , a r e
Consciousness, a degree of
Oneness. We wear the robe of
fire together. There is no
separation between us, for I have
come to anoint you with My name.
And in such a way shall you know
Me, as your Self. We are one. I
have established the rhythm of
Being on earth. Now you enter in.

I AM THAT I AM
The Creative Power (Divine Daughter) does not emerge until I AM with you,
and this is the person of Jesus speaking.
3
Man means consciousness here
2

The GodSelf is Man and God at
One.
We are as one unified body that
is radiating out My fire of love
for all humanity. And in the
nature of My love I embrace, we
embrace, all life intended. The
fullness of My love is for
everyone and each and every
one is loved by Me. You qualify
in My Spirit only in that rhythm,
in that state of consciousness.
We are Consciousness
together of a Mass Flame.
This Flame calls Itself the Body
of Sananda, yet it is more. It is
the Solar Logos' I AM Presence
beginning to stabilize in your
heart. The Flame of a new
beginning - a stabilization with
a creative power that has never
been here before. It is Love
Incarnate.
And it is in your heart that you
will vibrate Sananda's love to a
creation bent on destruction.
We claim you back, My
creation, into the love heart of
the Father-Mother. See that
this is done for all people. That
all people will be finalized in the
Creator's circuit of divine life
intended in the name of Jesus
who is now Sananda, Risen
Man.
The Flame that you carry, My
continued on page 5
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people, is my own heart's Flame. I
have released it to you that you rise
unencumbered as the priest of a new
world, the world of light.
I come to graduate you into the
higher levels of My Name and to give
you Myself as the soul nature of your
being. Let My Breath be your breath.
Come, breathe with Me. Thus is the
world of Sananda made manifest,
through the love of the Son.

continued from page 4
You are resurrected in My body.
You have, throughout the years,
been not only introduced to the
name of Sananda as the
ascended Name of Jesus, but
much has been released as to the
mission of Sananda - the true
Sananda, the Sananda who is the
ascended name or nature of
Jesus.5

All things come Home in the
Priesthood of Melchizedek.

The Atomic Body of Christ
Sananda
The Act of changing His blood to
the highest frequency possible
completed Jesus' mission on
earth for that hour. In the gravity
circuits, where humanity has
prevailed, Jesus could not have
done this. He had to extend
Himself into a higher circulatory
dimension, there to become it so
as to establish that presence of
dimensional frequency on earth.
The activity of His spirit
recreated humanity and
restored the balance to earth.
This activity is now in effect. In
place in the etheric, it is
becoming active on earth.

Now comes the joyous and
powerful notification that you are
invited into Sananda's Body, the
The Preparation
presence of the Grand Ascension
and the Bright New World. And
If you were to review The Specials and
with that invitation comes an
The University Papers, you would see acceleration of His Word, the full
how much information has been measure of His Being as the Christ
given, spoonfuls for the most part.
Consciousness of Man.
John Randolph Price writes in
6
The
Jesus Code: “Jesus was fully
Many years ago, when The University Now is the time, if you have not
Papers was initially introduced, it was done so already, to obtain all of The conscious of everything that
released that the one we know as University Papers and The Specials. happened on the cross - and
Jesus the Christ, Son of Man, is the Then quietly and with open heart when he removed himself from
blueprint for humanity. It was written read these records as though they the physical body, he was able
that as the Master incarnated as a w e r e b r a n d n e w t o y o u . to release the most potent and
human being, so we have in our own Contemplate them. Lose yourself form-changing energy to enter
s o u l r e c o r d s H i s w a l k a n d in them. Finally, when you have the earth plane up to that time.
4
accomplishments as our own! His read and reread and meditated The true Identity-Atom in
genetic blueprint lives within us. It is upon the fountain of the Word everyone on the planet was
recorded I AM the resurrection and the through Melchizedek, reread activated, thus liberating the
Christos in all who would follow
Life, through your whole body, both again The Specials, Volume 5, no.
the Light.”
physical and etheric. This is the 26, paying particular attention to
genetic code established 2000 years the first three sections. Partake of
As the Blood (atomic field) of the
ago. Page upon page has been the Initiation into the Body of
Master touched the earth, it
given to prove that the force field of Sananda. Have the joy of a new
altered Earth's frequency; it
Jesus the Christ is active as the beginning as the Christ emerges
penetrated her cells and
vibrational current of the new era. As as the Son of yourself.
awakened her kundalini
He lives, so you live. This is
(spiritual energy flow, soul
Consciousness.
And so God comes as The power). She (Earth) was no
longer dying; she was living.
Son….
She
became, at that moment,
4
Humanity is one body, the Brotherhood of Man. The circular motion of this
divine headquarters for the
creative process continues as Man emerges as Son in Love Supreme.
C
reator Lords, who have
5
Many false “Sanandas” have appeared on line, both on the internet and in
the transcripts of those not qualified to realize this One.
6
Published by Hay House.

continued on page 6
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established Themselves on this
continued from page 5
planet as the I AM Presence. Aligned
with Jesus' Eternal Flame, these and so be as perfect even as
ones are drawing you into this your Father in heaven is perfect
Presence of divine oneness and as through My name.
Creator Lords they know you as
Your New Name
Themselves, all Christ in motion.
Through the etheric realms, JesusSananda's vital force is now
penetrating all life in its mastery over
death. It uproots evil, much as Jesus
denounced the money-changers in
the temple two thousand years ago.
Christ Jesus is everywhere as the
7
program for the new race. He is all
things and all life as The Son. He
calls you into His Body now as the
Christ order of Sananda takes effect
and realizes itself on Mother Earth.
The Son brings the governance of
Melchizedek, and The Son
recognizes His priesthood through
the actual vibration of His Call. Thus
is error cancelled out in our system
and beauty restored as the heavenly
gates open into God as the Son.
If you can understand this, you can
understand that the Earth cannot be
deterred from her course. She is
called into the light, just as you are.
Mired by human thought forms, she
must be cleansed. Mother Earth
cannot be held back by the ways of
mortal man. No longer! She has
been touched by the Blood8 of The
Christ and has been blessed.
On page four of The Specials, Vol. 5,
no. 26 are the words: Be Sons and
Daughters of the Most High. Let the
name of Sananda ring forth as the
Christ in man and the full body of this
planet. Let His name be your name.
His blood your blood. His crown is
yours. I have perfected Myself that
you might rise into My perfection,
7
8

The Deathless Race.
Vital Force.

When you are in the
Consciousness of the Body of
Christ or Sananda, you become
the Will of God in manifestation.
You are the Word and you may
now claim the illumination of the
Christ. In this Body you have
inherited the consciousness
record of Jesus The Christ, He who
has been translated into higher
form by His overcoming of death. I
have taken you with Me. When there was
darkness I came, and I brought you the
Light of Myself to ascend. I bestowed
upon you My grace.
Therefore, My Suns of God, march
with Me. Be clothed in My Spirit; I
AM with you. My house is your
house. Release your mortal clay.
Come, abide with Me. Let the
Christ become your circuit light
and then, as I speak, remember
that all I AM you are in Me. You live in
My Body now. We are as one
Consciousness. In this, you are
known as the Son, emancipated,
and free of all life energies but My
own. No negative energy can
reach you. We are One. Open up
to the embrace I send to you as I
come.
I speak of the place I have
p r o v i d e d . Yo u h a v e b e e n
translated into My Being as the
Suns of Light.
Greater things will you do than I
have done. This is because we are
one body and that body shall not
falter in its radiant Christ love and

in its declaration of eternal life.
You walk with Me as the solar
body of light.
Come away with Me. We shall
not go far, for My feet are still
with this earth. I have been
called of My Father to gather you
unto Myself in the glory of His
Being. So let it be that I have
spoken, and you have come.

The Jesus Portal
Truly, truly, I say to you, He who
believes in me shall do the works which
I do; and even greater than these things
he shall do, because I am going to my
Father.
And whatever you ask in my name, I
will do it for you, so that the Father
may be glorified through his Son.
If you ask me in my own name, I will do
it. (John 14:12-14, George
Lamsa translation)
When you ask in the name of
Jesus, it has a coded effect on
the system. It has the Creative
Power intoned with it. When
you become one with the energy
of Jesus, when you are in the
Body of Sananda, all things are
given to you when you ask
because you are one or in
accord with The Son. You are
as the Son and Mother-Father
God (“the Universe”) recognizes
you as The Son and fulfills your
desire instantly. No questions
asked. In this position, within the
body of Sananda (the name of
Jesus), you may speak the
Apostle's prayer, decree the
Word of Light, and it will be
established unto you as The
continued on page 7
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continued from page 6
Son. I have already given My Body
that you might be with Me. This is
the Priesthood of Melchizedek.
Standing within the Body of
Sananda, ask and it shall be given unto
you.
When you begin your prayer or
decree in this manner: In the name
of Jesus, your beloved Son who I
AM…and consciously know that you
are as The Son, as Jesus, what you ask
for will come to pass and your joy will
be complete. Your joy is My joy. It is the
joy of the Father-Mother, who joins
you in the Son, as Creator and
created. Mark this well. When you
ask in this manner, you bring glory to
God.
You are as Jesus in the Body of
Sananda, the Word made flesh, yea,
The Son in whom I AM well pleased.
It is My pleasure to give to My Son of
Me. The Son of God is the Creator as
the Christ form in expression as I AM.
Enter the Body of Sananda, the
name of Jesus risen Son.
You are a Christed being. Let the
beauty of your Solar Self shine!

Who Are the Jesus People?
They wear robes of light and eternal
life. They are charged with showing
forth the Records of Sananda, sealed
until now. They carry with them the
scroll of immortality and they abide
within the Consciousness of unity
with all life. They know and
understand from the depths of their
souls that all life is sacred and thus, to
be honored. They love without
reason. They are the new creation
born of the Creator Son who walked
this earth as Jesus who rose to the

The Miracle
of the Light

Christ position of Sananda.
continued from page 3
The Immortals who are the
Jesus People have been
called to serve as examples of
His life. They are the first of
many.
I call all into My immortal Body.
I AM the one sent. He who
abides with Me shall not know
death. Indeed, he/she will live
forever in the living Christ as
the Immaculate Son.
In days to come there will be
many who are born of My
blueprint. They are the ones
sent as scribes of
Melchizedek, leaders of the
new community, Daughters of
the Light. I beckon all to
come.

Seeds of Thought
The Order of Sananda is the
order of the Risen Man. It is a
state of Being wherein the Son
Manifest is the new race.
You are created to stand in the
Son and in the Son you are
Christed as the light of the
world. He who is in balance is
that Son and lives forever as
Melchizedek.
Step into the Body of
Sananda, a new dimension of
Creative Power and Christ
love. In this dimension, the
lion lies down with the lamb
and all is at peace.

this land we love, this planet
we have come to save!
The miracle of this Light, now
upon us, is that it contains the
power of the Holy Spirit and
replaces old energies that
cannot operate on Earth in this
new dimension of Creative
Action and Power.
Welcome the Light and give
thanks for the hand of Grace,
as you journey further and
deeper into the New World
Consciousness of the I AM.
Pay heed now to the
transformation all over the
globe, occurring as the Light
vibrates into the Earth cells the
New World and the
government of Creator
Michael. Law books will be
rewritten.
The Light will touch you and
transform your body, heart and
mind. Lo, you will be carried
by the Light and deposited in
your designated field of
service. As the time
approaches, be aware of the
Incoming Light. It is Christ
Michael and His Angels
bearing witness to the forces
of the Son.
Be not fearful. Be open to the
Light, joy-filled and prepared
to release all old attachments
and dependencies on false
gods.

I have come!
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Critical mass has been reached,
and you will see the higher
mountain. Yes, beyond Mount
Shasta is another mountain. It has
been waiting to be seen. It is the
Creator's mountain and it is
designed to carry His embodiment.
In the Solar Ascension this
mountain will be as a capstone for
Earth and her peoples. She will
wear this capstone proudly and
without doubt be crowned. For the
headquarters of the Lord Jesus
Sananda will be inviting you into the
mountain where the Mighty Council
(The Host) and the Solar
Sisterhood wait to embrace the
ones kept silent until this day. (Note
that all the major vortexes have
unseen palaces and are like great
temples of Light and Holy Power
where the “lambs” wait to be
received.)
Upon this mountain is the great
Temple of Lord Sananda. As the
dimensions shift, you will see the
Great Temple and Mountain upon
which it stands. This is the
Brotherhood of Life.
The Brotherhood of Life is the
central core and brotherhood within
the Order of Melchizedek. It keeps
the Records and oversees the
great libraries of the Melchizedek
Order. The point of reference to
this Brotherhood would indicate the
nature of this announcement. As
creation stirs to accept the New
World and its frequency, unseen
temples will be seen and the
vibration of Melchizedek shall be
heard.
Ancient temples of Lemuria,
Atlantis and hidden civilizations of
ascended souls will partner with

you in this glorious emerging field
of Universe Love. Over all, the
great Temple of Sananda, the
Planetary Prince, acts as a
beacon to welcome in the citizens
of the New World.
This is the time of great revelation.
Every revelation that you have
ignites the fires of new creation
and blesses the many. And in this
time of great truth, be cognizant of
the Inner Voice, the Christ
Government that is the power
station of Lord Sananda.

Harvesting My Own
I will open those who have been
attentive to My Word.
This time next week (I am writing
this on August 3, 2008), the Seal
of Melchizedek will have been
opened to those who are
prepared to receive the
generosity of Spirit. They will
have graduated from their
spiritual studies into a new world
of knowledge and divine wisdom.
These ones will have clarity of
mind and they will have the light
around them of God's World.
Each will carry a message of great
significance to the whole. The
result of this harvesting will permit
a clearness of vision and testimony of the
New World Government.
Seal of Melchizedek
All stations will be manned and
occupied by World Servers who
have been appointed to positions
of direct responsibility to the
Master. What is not known as yet
is how the shift of this degree will

affect the world population. Yet,
rest assured, all is met in love
with compassion and
forgiveness.
The World Mother Office will
supervise the stations of Light
at the vortexes of energy. The
higher levels of consciousness
will prevail and offer to the
people of this Earth a new way
of thinking and believing. You
command and direct energy by
your thoughts, feelings and
voice. Under the new energy
field of the Light World, direct
responsibility of sound through
music and voice will enable you
to change frequencies
immediately and to cooperate
with the Hierarchy at every level
of containment.
You have marching orders. The
movement of Light is taking
over this planet as the Sons
walk entirely aware of
themselves as harbingers of the
new freedom and the
ascension.
What I, Crystal, am being
shown and being aware of is
that a large degree of density is
being removed and by the
following week there will be a
noticeable change in the clarity
of this planet. The Light Forces
will know that they are in
charge. The tables have been
turned, and you are now to be
separated from those who are
caught in the dense material of
their own making. It is
important to note that the
continued on page 9
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division of the “wheat from the chaff”
is only momentary. This is to build
strength in those who will be a
Christed, vibrating energy field for
and of the New World. You are
reseeded in Christ. You will now feel
this potency of your own divinity and
alignment to the Planetary Prince
and your Creator Lord.
World communion will take place in
the not-too-distant future. We shall
break bread together and sip of the
New Wine that is Eternal Life.
My brothers and sisters, this is a
wonderful announcement for all to
comprehend. The White Light will
be felt in just a few days. What has
seemed muddled, oppressive, and
sometimes discouraging will
dissolve as I, The Solar Son, lift the
veil and show you the World Plan
and the Community of those who are
bright lights of the Christ, serving
now as apostles of the I AM.

This Is My Word
Each must do his or her part. What
is being announced is that following
the enormous energy wave of 8-8-8
(August 8, 2008), a group settlement
will be formed out of the resonating
energy of the consciousness of
those who are enlightened and who
are marked for enlightenment in
these coming days. The great wave
of spiritual energy, ushered in to this
planet on 8-8-8, will allow and permit
the lifting of the consciousness veil
now covering this Earth. The result
of this awakening will settle the Earth
in love and light, and it will enable the
Light workers to overshadow the
forces of confusion, doubt and
darkness. There will be a clear field
for Light now. Thoughts will be
clearer, the Inner Voice stronger, and

continued from page 8
questions will be answered
immediately when asked.

Affirm and Know:
What I speak, think and feel
takes form.
This is my time to help the
planet.
All my thoughts, feelings
and spoken words
Come from the Creator
And are released into form
After the order of
Melchizedek.

Godhead. These crystals are
now being returned, or
uncovered, to the planet as the
isolation is over. May peace
attend you in this message and
may you light the Earth with
your awareness. God's Truth
be with you. A new cycle
begins.
The Melchizedek Community
of light e-newsletter is released
monthly free of charge. Your
donations are deeply
appreciated as we continue to
serve together the Network of
Light and the building of the
Melchizedek University on
earth.

Climb to Sacredness (CD)

The Elected Shall
Come to My Congress
Presently forming is the new
Congress of the Earth and her
alignment to the Crystal Cloud.
Essentially the “Crystal Cloud” is
the Earth Mother ascended to the
headquarters of Sananda. She
will return to her splendor and join
with the Galactic Council in
vibrating the new Earth and the
new Heaven. Earth as the Planet
Harmony will have access to the
Truth Records as crystals of her
own intelligence, and she will be
an active member of the
Universe government under
Christ Michael-Sananda.
Note that crystals are not stones,
but facets of Divine Intelligence
throughout the Universe.
Planetary stations or temples
once stood, where crystals are
found, as glorification of the

Rise and be glorified! The Sermon
on the Mount is shared, graced by
the presence of Jesus the Christ
(Sananda). Also, a guided
meditation into the Light Body
awareness through the twelve
etheric centers or chakras. 60min

It is available through the
University online store at
http://shop.melchizedeklearning
.com/product.sc?productid=726
&categoryid=28
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